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Keith Maskrey with a beautiful mirror taken this spring
from the Sheepwalk complex.

CHAIRMAN’S ADDRESS
Once again it has been a good season with some excellent fish being caught,
the only exception to this being at Crabtree Lake which has had the smaller
fish wiped out by cormorant predation although it is thought the larger carp
survived the attacks.
When the Environment Agency netted the lake in March of this year in three
places all they managed to catch were six perch about three inches long, a
year previously, the Agency had stocked 500 tench which were nowhere to
be seen.
Ian Campbell has been very proactive in organising anti-cormorant
measures.
This brings me on to thank all of our volunteers, bailiffs and the General
Purposes Committee for their hard work during the year in managing and
improving our fisheries.
My thanks go in particular to Ian Campbell our Fisheries Officer who has
spent a considerable amount of time in co-ordinating these improvement
works, and liaising with fishery owners to get permission to carry them out.
Now that hoary old chestnut, the lease at Ellis. We are ready to sign it and
are just awaiting the go ahead from the Civil Service Sports Council’s
solicitors.
I am standing down as Membership Secretary after seven long years in the
post and Dave Fish has agreed to take up the reins from 1st July. I shall
remain as Chairman and now have more time to study for my Open
University degree in French and German.
This year we went live on Clubmate which is designed to cut down the work
of the membership secretary, I wish.
For some people the change went without a hitch, there were some teething
problems which have now been sorted out. The problem was for our older
members, many of whom don't have access to a computer which meant the
work had to be done by the Membership Secretary.
To anyone who hasn't renewed their membership please follow the
guidance on the home page of the society’s website.
Tight lines for the coming season.
Grant Milliam – Chairman

REPORT OF THE GENERAL PURPOSES COMMITTEE, 1 APRIL 2019
TO 31 MARCH 2022
On behalf of the GPC, we are pleased to offer the 85th Annual Report of
the Civil Service Angling Society. This report, covering about three years
of the Society’s management is the first one since the introduction of HM
Government’s Covid-19 lockdown restrictions.
During this period, most of our business was conducted successfully by
email, and occasionally by Zoom online but we were able to have a faceto-face GPC meeting on 25th November 2021.
Thanks are due to Littleton Sailing Club for allowing us to use their
Clubhouse for this purpose and for the forthcoming AGM, we were also
able to have a few outdoor meetings.
During the lockdown period it was necessary for the GPC to amend the
rules and to make some changes to assist the running of the Society.
Social media and the Members’ Forum on our website have been
invaluable in keeping members up to date.
In compliance with Rule 1.16, Amendment of Rules, approval will be
sought at the forthcoming AGM for the way that the Society has been
managed during the Covid-19 emergency.
Membership & finances
A positive result of the lockdown was an increase in membership and
more full members are now being recruited. A decision has been made not
to recruit associate members for the time being. Income has remained
satisfactory, and our financial reserves are sufficient to meet predicted
outgoings.
Accounts will be presented at the forthcoming AGM on 24 May 2022.
Fisheries in general
Having secured a 25-year lease on Hambridge, a 25-year lease on Ellis
Water is at last on the horizon after protracted negotiations with CSSC
Sports & Leisure Ltd. In 2020, CSSC Estates Ltd obtained ownership of
the adjacent Lagoon estate and Society members have been able to fish
there again.
It is hoped that negotiations for a long-term lease for this fishery will start
later in 2022. In 2020, we were able to take up a licence to fish on the
Rivers Loddon and Whitewater at Stanford End and Riseley Mill and we
will wish to renew this licence when it expires.
We intend to renew our affiliation with CALPAC, the Thames Valley Angling
Association and the Rother Fisheries Association for the forthcoming
season.

We intend to retain our fisheries on the Kennet & Avon Canal at Kintbury,
Woolhampton and Midgham Water and will seek to renew our permit
sharing agreements with Godalming Angling Society and Newbury Angling
Association.
We intend to continue the Society’s membership of The Angling Trust but
sadly, the licence for East Whipley Farm will soon expire and the landlord
is not willing to renew it.
Loss of this quiet and productive venue will be regretted by those
members who liked to fish there. More detailed fishery reports are to be
found in the Newsletter.
Officers & Committee
We wish to thank all the Society’s fishery managers and bailiffs for their
help and support during these difficult times.
Thanks are extended to two Committee members who are not standing
for office at the AGM.
These are James Champkin who has done excellent work as the Hon.
Newsletter Editor and Grant Milliam who has worked tirelessly as the Hon.
Membership Secretary.
Disciplinary matters
Breaches of the Rules were minimal, but it was necessary to withdraw
membership from three members who were considered by the GPC to
have brought the Society into disrepute.
WORKING PARTIES
Members may have heard of the tragic death of a member of Birmingham
Anglers Association, who died after being hit by a falling branch on a
working party. The BAA were subsequently fined £66000 with £17500
costs.
This has obviously caused CSAS, and other angling societies, to examine
their own working party practices, and guidance has been received from
the Angling Trust.
The legal position is that, as volunteers, we are not subject to the Health
and Safety at Work Act 1974, but the definition of ‘volunteer’ is narrow.
The Angling Trust advises that if there is any ‘coercion’ involved a working
party member cease to be a volunteer.
Again, the definition of ‘coercion’ is narrow, and the AT advises that such
measures as non-attendance payments, attendance at working parties
being a condition of membership etc, could be interpreted as coercion.

Consequently, so far as CSAS is concerned, the days of the nonattendance payment are over, which perhaps fortuitously, due to covid,
had happened anyway.
This does not mean that we should ignore the spirit of the H&S Act, and,
in future, the Society will be providing PPE (hard hats and goggles, but
not boots or gloves – a personal responsibility) on work parties and
sending some members on chainsaw courses.
Formal risk assessments and briefings will now be carried out.
This leads to the composition of work parties. The GPC feels that the old
system, where a number of members of often unknown abilities and
fitness turn up on a work party is placing too much responsibility on the
member in charge.
Consequently, in future, it will be left to fishery managers to organise
their own work parties using members of whose capabilities they have
some idea.
Again, due to covid, we are well down that path already.
So, for the individual member who wishes to get involved in work parties,
please contact either the Fishery Manager of your selected fishery, or the
Fisheries Officer.
COMPETITIONS
The Society’s match and water booking programme for the 2022/23
season is listed below. For club matches, non-competing members may
not choose swims prior to the match starting. When the venue is booked
for a CSSC match.

Venue

Date

Draw Start Finish P/R/*

East Whipley

09/04/22 10.30 11.30 17.30

P

East Whipley

23/04/22 10.30 11.30 17.30

P

East Whipley

07/05/22 10.30 11.30 17.30

P

East Whipley

28/05/22 10.30 11.30 17.30

P

Match
Meet start
09/07/22
17.30 after
BBQ

R

Tony Paul/River Thames/Night
Match/BBQ
River Kennet

23/07/22 11.00 12.00 18.00

R

River Thames Windsor

20/08/22 11.00 12.00 18.00

R

River Jubilee Taplow

27/08/22 09.00 10.00 16.00

R

Meet
River Thames Windsor officers and bailiffs 10/09/22
16.00

R

River Kennet

24/09/22 10.00 11.00 17.00

R

River Thames Windsor

01/10/22 09.30 10.30 16.30

R

River Jubilee Taplow

15/10/22 09.00 10.00 16.00

R

Woolhampton Canal

29/10/22 08.30 09.30 15.30

R

River Loddon

05/11/22 08.30 09.30 15.30

R

Woolhampton canal

19/11/22 08.30 09.30 15.30

R

River Loddon

26/11/22 08.30 09.30 15.30

R

River Thames Windsor Christmas Match
11/12/22 08.30 09.30 15.30
and after meal

R

River Loddon

14/01/23 08.30 09.30 15.30

R

River Jubilee/Taplow

04/02/23 08.30 09.30 15.30

R

Kintbury Canal

18/02/23 08.30 09.30 15.30

R

River Jubilee/Taplow

04/03/23 08.30 09.30 15.30

R

River Loddon

11/03/23 08.30 09.30 15.30

R

P = Pegged down match - R = Roving match

Full details of each match will be posted six weeks in advance on our
forum and the CSAS Facebook page.
Below are just some of our competition rules, all of which can be seen on
our website:
1. Only one rod and one hook may be used at any time. Other rods
may be made up on the bank un-baited.
2. The water surface may be broken before the start of a match for
all purposes except the introduction of any form of bait.
3. In all matches competitors must not commence fishing before the
time announced on the day.
4. Competitors must not allow their terminal tackle to travel beyond
the pegs of adjacent anglers.
5. Ellis only: Two Rods are allowed for Competitions only.

For match bookings please contact Competitions Secretary, Richard
Cowling:
Email: r.cowling911@virginmedia.com
Mobile: 07479213454
Bookings for Officers and Bailiffs Match please contact Frazer
Macadam- email fraser208@hotmail.co.uk
Phone 07838250760
Woolhampton Canal Match 26th February
A very cold start this morning, as we had a heavy frost overnight. Four
members weighed in.
Mark Davidson 2Ib 8oz
Richard cowling 14oz
Leslie Cole 5oz
Trevor Cottam 2oz.

East Whipley match 9th April
The match was very hard early on as we had a overnight frost and no carp
were showing or feeding. It was only the Roach and Rudd thar were feeding,
so without the carp it was going to be best weight of small fish.
1st Trevor Cottam 3Ib 12oz
2nd Mark Davison 1Ib 12oz
2nd Roger Mellon 1Ib 12oz
3rd Derek Bunce 1Ib 8oz

Trevor Cottam 3lb 12oz

Mark Davidson 1lb 12oz

Roger Mellon 1lb 12oz

Derek Bunce 1lb 8oz

Fur & Feather Match 5th December River Thames Windsor
It was a very hard match, the temperature, wind and rain didn’t help to
produce bites.
Messages were that most members hadn’t had a bite. 12 members had
fished the match, but only Richard cowling caught one fish, a chub 4Ib 2oz.
It was a quick weigh in, everyone was looking forward to our Christmas
meal. We had our dinner at the Duke of Edinburgh pub at Winkfield.
Ray Higginbottom presented the Reg Dance Trophy to the Winner, everyone
that fished the match received a prize.

GENERAL NEWS
NEALE TROPHY
The Neale Trophy for last season has been awarded to Nigel Watson.
Nigel Watson was the Fishery Manager at East Whipley for several years,
beavering away there largely on his own.
He also ran a booking system for the lake, which the owner insisted on,
during the first lockdown. Congratulations.
Godalming Angling Society – Exchange Permits
Members are reminded that these must be returned to the Apollo Angling
Centre at Marsh Farm if it is open. If the Apollo Angling Centre is closed,
exchange permits must be returned to Lee Noakes, Godalming Angling
Society's Head Bailiff, whose address is stated on the permit.

Thames Valley Angling Association
The TVAA, to which the Society is affiliated, and which has several excellent
fisheries, now has a new website http://www.thamesvalleyaa.co.uk.
Members’ Queries
If a member has a question about any of our fisheries, it is usually best to
contact the relevant Fishery Manager, whose details are on your
membership card.
Similarly, with questions about the fisheries in general, contact the Fisheries
Officer; regarding membership, the Membership Secretary; and for
Temporary Membership Tickets, the TMT Secretary.
Just putting the question on the Forum or Facebook may not get an answer,
as these are not constantly monitored by the people concerned.
Defecation
Members using the banks of sheepwalk and Ellis lakes as a toilet continues
to be a problem particularly around the little lake and Ellis lagoon. Members
wishing to use a flushing toilet can access the one at the Ellis car park by
the sailing club.
If this is not an option please ensure you bring a supply of plastic bags so
that you can use these and take it home with you in your rubbish.
Needless to say, anyone suspected of littering the banks with human
excrement will, at the very least receive a lifetime ban from the society.
Use of three/four rods at Ellis/Sheepwalk
Four rods can be used on Ellis only if the member has paid the four rod
supplement, Big Sheepwalk has a three rod limit and Little Sheepwalk has
a two rod limit.
Litter
The Society operates a zero tolerance policy for litter with all its fisheries.
The bailiffs have enough work to do without having to add litter picking to
their duties.
Every year a huge amount of rubbish is removed from our venues so
obviously the message isn’t getting across.
Anyone caught leaving their rubbish will face disciplinary measures which
could include a ban.

FISHERY REPORTS
Crabtree Lake
The fishing at Crabtree has deteriorated drastically over the last couple of
years.
One probable reason is that during the lockdowns the Model Club ceased
their activities completely and cormorants ‘discovered’ the lake.
Accordingly, we asked the EA to electronically survey the lake to try to find
out just what is in there.
For various reasons they have not been able to do this yet, but as an interim
measure they netted the lake in late March. Next to no fish turned up, but
the EA thought that Crabtree was not suitable for netting and that the
results were next door to worthless.
We still hope to do the sonar survey, which is supposed to be 80 – 90%
accurate. Carp were spotted, and we find it hard to believe that all the carp
have disappeared.
To encourage night fishing, bivvies are now allowed, on the lawn and along
the track, but not where they would block access – the far bank, basically.
In the meantime, we certainly have a cormorant problem, so we have
installed some floating islands planted with rushes and fish refuges made
from stock fencing (details on EA videos on You Tube) and plan to install
more.
Warning – the fish refuges are under the floating islands and these could
prove to be a snagging hazard.
We also intend to fell small trees and branches and tether them in the
margins to act as fish refuges. We have to demonstrate that we have tried
non – lethal methods of cormorant control before it is possible to obtain a
licence to shoot.
In autumn we will assess the success or otherwise of these measures, and,
hopefully, armed with the results of the sonar survey, come to a decision
about restocking.
Poaching has been suggested as a reason for the deterioration, but we
would like to point out that in years gone by, when Crabtree was at its
heyday, it was much more heavily poached than it is now.
Nevertheless, the Model Club have had their own problems and we believe
that they will shortly be improving the fencing.

Fisheries Officer Ian Campbell installing some fish hides at Crabtree Lake.
At the time of going to press some reports of larger carp still being present
at Crabtree, these are roughly around the 10-12lb mark and seem to have
survived the cormorants.
East Whipley Lake
Sorry to announce that the Society will not have access to East Whipley
after 31st May this year.
The owner of this little gem has decided to farm sheep and has decided that
sheep farming and angling do not go together - it’s all quite amicable and
he has no complaints about our members’ behaviour.
A great pity – if any member knows of a similar water that might be
available please get in touch with the Fisheries Officer.
In the meantime, don’t forget about Godalming AS’s many excellent waters
in the same area available on the exchange ticket – not just Marsh Farm
from where the ticket is collected.
Ellis Water
This report covers last Winter through to this Spring and this is usually a
very quiet time on this fishery however some notable captures did occur.
Simon Elder managed to catch a known fish which had been missing
presumed dead for several years.
‘The white pop-up fish’ slipped up to a plastic corn hookbait on this occasion
causing some consternation amongst fellow carpers and at 42lb 8oz at its
largest ever recorded weight.
Ellis lake is notoriously difficult in the winter for carp and tench, it is fished
by pike anglers and word is it has not fished well, fish that have been landed
are skinny and action has been sporadic at best.

Simon with the WPUF.
Gary Ward made the most of a mild spell in January and got himself into
the sandbags swim, an area not usually associated with Winter form.
Fishing in shallow water Gary managed two carp and two tench. One of the
carp was a 17lb stockie from the recent VS Fisheries stocking arranged by
three of the bailiff team but the other, a beauty of 24lb was a Dinton with
only one other recorded capture to its name, Proof that Ellis can produce
fish in the depths of winter should people have the minerals to get out there
and try.
Spring is a quiet time on Ellis, the closure of the rivers mean the banks can
be busy but the fish are certainly quiet and can take a while to wake up.

Gary with a thing of beauty, a winter carp from Ellis.
As I write this in late April the tench are just starting to bite, a lot of anglers
have been experiencing blanks but a recent trip for Dave Clark and
Rob Philips resulted in a few fish none of which were huge but after a quiet
spell they were very happy to get off the mark.

Rob Philips and Dave Clark with a pair of nice male tench from Ellis.
At the end of April the carp have started to appear, Sam Sargeant is on top
form as usual and doing quick sessions at close range has landed several
fish. Most notably a 40lb 4oz common caught a few feet from the bank. This
is another known fish from the 2012 stocking and at its largest ever recoded
weight.
Although a lot of anglers, when approaching Ellis place a lot of importance
on distance, myself included! Sam’s hit and run approach shows great
things can be achieved by fishing under the noses of long range merchants.

Sam’s 40lb 4oz common

A 34lb common for Sam stalked from the edge of boater’s bay.
Recently a new member had a great result when fishing the road bank and
landed a 31lb mirror on only his third ever trip, another beauty presumed
to be a Dinton and seems to be growing well.

Scott James with an absolute whacker of 31lb
Besides carp, Ellis is a notable tench and bream water, some doubts have
surfaced recently about the bream stocks as these appear to be dwindling
due to the cormorants or maybe the perch eating all the fry, they are
however, definitely present and specimens of 15lb plus are not unusual.
The lakes resident double-figure tench are the subject of much interest from
the specimen hunting community and we are hoping that these stocks
continue to replenish themselves and go from strength to strength.
Ellis also contains bullhead, ruffe, stickleback, large eels, perch and pike, it
ain’t easy but it’s well worth the effort.

Sam Sargeant with an epic Tench from Ellis just shy of 12lb
Big Sheepwalk
This is a large (30 acre) deep, clear gravel pit with a long history of notable
captures of specimen fish.
Some of the big original fish are still present but it is the presence of the
recently introduced 40 – 50 Dintons that are causing much interest as some
of these are thought to be approaching the 40lb mark.
Sheepwalk big lake can produce fish in the winter as recent captures in the
colder months have proven, although it is a tough water at any time of year
to be fair.
Large tench are also present in considerable numbers although these have
confounded the efforts of devotees in their efforts to catch them however,
they are caught by accident by carpers occasionally so this proves they are
just fish after all.
Whereas all the lakes are difficult big sheepwalk poses particular problems
due to its depth, the nature of its banks and the low stock density but with
hard work, some leg work and luck the rewards are definitely there to be
had.
Like Ellis, Big Sheepwalk contains a variety of other species as well, most
notably eels and pike, both of which grow to large sizes in its depths.

‘Kew Gardens Kev’ with last year’s capture of the rugby ball. One of the
Sheepwalk originals. This fish has been seen on many occasions by
different anglers and was considered ‘uncatchable’ however this proves it
can slip up and is one of the most notable captures from Sheepwalk for
decades.

This absolute belter of 26lb 8oz fell to Antony Stewart at the beginning of
December and as it can’t be identified from the stocking photos we can only
presume it was dropped in from the little lake by a disgruntled tench angler

Michael Barnshaw with a decent pike from big sheepwalk.
Sheepwalk Little Lake
This small lake at the entrance to the Sheepwalk complex receives a lot of
attention from our members due to its accessibility and the fact that its
stock of carp is increasing in size every year, like the other two lakes
however, little sheepwalk is no pushover.
Turning up with a bucket of spod mix and filling it in will likely produce a
blank as these are tricky fish and see a lot of pressure meaning they tend
to see large beds of bait as a threat.
A much better approach would be to use small traps, singles and stringers
placed carefully in the edge or on cleared off spots that can be located with
a bit of lead work.
Nuts(used in moderation), maggots, and rubber corn are widely regarded
as top baits.
Little sheepwalk also contains some decent pike to 28lb and some wily old
tench into double figures.
Recent work parties have removed extensive snags but some have been
left as refuges for the fish, if you are fishing to these please ensure you are
‘locked up’ and that your gear is robust.
Bait boats are not permitted on little Sheepwalk and there is a two rod limit.
Baiting poles are currently permitted but I would ask anglers to exercise
restraint and not get too close to any snags.

Tomfishing25 with a lovely Mirror from the Sheepwalk Complex

Mark Whitwell with a recently caught fish from Little Sheepwalk
of 26lb 8oz
Hambridge – River Kennet
Catch reports are thin on the ground from Hambridge, but we have been
able to glean that there have been good catches of dace and grayling (and
minnows!) to trotting tactics, which also produce smaller barbel, which have
now grown on up to about two pounds.
Larger barbel, on conventional barbel tactics, are also being caught, not in
the numbers of the Kennet’s heyday, but both the numbers and average
size are gradually creeping up.

Pike anglers are doing well, with several fish around the twenty pound mark
being reported.
The river appears to be full of trout, and several nice perch, up to about
two pounds, have come out to lure anglers.
Stephen Haines has had to cease his crayfish trapping, due to new
regulations which make it more or less impossible to sell his catch.
The venue escaped remarkably lightly from the strong winds, all bankside
paths are now negotiable, fallen trees have to be stepped over, but it is
hoped to remove these during the close season.
On a more sombre note, we lost the parking facility for Fidler’s with
Newbury Trout Lake, due to some members failing to secure gates properly.
Enough said – you know who you are!
Riseley Mill - River Whitewater
This peaceful and very rural stretch of the lower Whitewater really does run
itself and although there is some great fishing to be had it’s a shame it
doesn’t get more pressure as rarely have I bumped into anyone whilst on
my regular walks along its banks. Fortunately all those I have, have been
members with no poaching to my knowledge.
Stocks include mostly chub to 5lb and lots of trout to 2lb which offer some
reliable action during the colder months with some decent perch, pike to
around 7lb, however there really does seem to be an alarming absence of
roach and dace which have in the past been present and as much as I
wanted a barbel to be reported, none have come through!
Worth noting, this river isn’t long in length meaning when after heavy rain
and most are in flood this one fines down really quickly, however that said
it rises that much faster, so for those understanding its behaviour there is
some possibility of getting your angling fix when heading out seems
pointless.
I would highly recommend an early or late visit to this venue as its popular
with the public, especially dog walkers so don’t be surprised in one comes
launching itself into your swim, the fish have seen it all before and will be
feeding soon after so no need to get frustrated!
If you want to get away from the crowds, like to adopt a roving approach
and not that worried about catching record breaking specimens (I have had
reports of hooked and lost monsters. Those instantly think of barbel but
some really big trout have been caught in the past) then this will be right
up your street.
Members are permitted to fly fish for trout between the 1st April and the
15th June and are encouraged to check their renewal documents for work
party dates.
Be lucky, Duncan Charman

Stanford End - River Loddon
Reports suggest sport as usual slowed down considerably in the latter part
of the season as expected coupled with low water levels / clear sunny frosty
mornings and high pressure , however, pick your times at Dusk or sunrise
and good sport can be had with a mobile approach .
Barbel caught to up to 8lb , some good chub over 6lb and plenty of perch
to in excess of 3lb .
Pellets for the barbel and chub , lobworms or small live baits for the perch
but don’t ignore maggots when it’s cold as they will catch everything that
swims .
We have had a few matches on the top stretch this year with some good
weights of mainly perch and roach
Members are permitted to fly fish for trout between 1st April -15th June so
if you fancy something different give it a go
Sadly, I will be giving up as Fishery Manager for this coming season
however, Trevor Cottom is taking over from me & I am continuing to assist
Trevor as and where needed.
Kind regards
Alan Muller

Alan Muller with an excellent perch and Callum Harris with a lovely chub
both from Stanford End.
Kintbury
Jeff Fisher the bailiff for this venue states that despite problems with boats
taking up lots of space, action has been pretty good with plenty of roach,
dace and skimmers to be had on light tackle. Chub and perch are present
to good sizes and these can give a better chance of some action in the
colder months. There have been some reports of anglers getting snapped

up by some large pike. This seems to be a venue with excellent stocks of
silver fish so a good place for some pleasure angling with a chance of big
predators on the side.
Windsor Racecourse – River Thames
Well, so ends another season at Windsor, with many personal bests
beaten and tales of lost fish.
The great news is that the barbel at Windsor are still there with loads of
smaller fish reported, as well as some good sized ones!!
The bream are still there at all sizes, the best I’ve heard of is a 12lb plus
specimen.
The silver fish are still there but are as elusive, being in a peg one day
then no sign of them next week. The mobile approach is working for some
silver anglers.
At long last the improvements to The Ditch as a spawning channel have
largely been done.
In conjunction with the EA, several deflectors were placed to speed up the
flow and remove silt.
The placing of 32 tons of gravel was delayed by the ground being too soft,
but hopefully by the time you read this it will have been done.
Unfortunately dogs are still banned, we have had permission to bring
them back but the rules provided by the Racecourse were unmanageable,
so the ban stays in place.
There has been a change of Managing Director recently, who is, rightly,
very hot on security and wants to know, if necessary, who is on site at
any given time.
Consequently, when entering this year all members MUST use the side
gate, NOT the main gate. When entering the side gate there will be a grey
box on the left with a book in which all members are to sign IN and OUT,
NO EXCEPTIONS!
Any member found on the venue without signing in will:First occasion – asked to go and sign in, the bailiff will watch the angler’s
gear while he’s away.
Second occasion – warning issued
Third occasion – bans will start to be imposed.
This is all a racecourse requirement which we have to incorporate in the
Society’s rules.
Any volunteers for work parties please email me:fraser208@hotmail.co.uk and I will add your name to the list, if you could
let me know how you can help out I would appreciate it.

We will have access to the banks on the 15th June from 1900 again this
year. To avoid parking problems, members can access the side gate
before 1900, sign in and park in the lane until 1900 when you can go to
your swim and set up ready for midnight. Saves parking in the main road!
If you are unsure about anything at Windsor contact me, Fraser Macadam,
to ask. I do work, so leave a message and I’ll get back to you.

Rob Philips with a fine brace of fish from Windsor this spring.

Blake Collier with a 13lb Barbel from Windsor.

No fishing days for Windsor, Woolhampton, Kintbury and Crabtree
can be found below
Please note: For Windsor ‘no fishing’ means ‘NO ACCESS’

Windsor Racecourse

Woolhampton

Crabtree Lake

Monday 4th April

22/06/22

Sunday 10th April

Monday 11th April

6/07/22

Sunday 8th May

April

02/10/22

Saturday 11th June

May

29/10/22

Sunday 12th June

May

30/10/22

Sunday 10th July

Monday 25
Monday 2

th

nd

Monday 9

th

Monday 16th May

19/11/22

Monday 23rd May

04/12/22

Monday 30

May

11/12/22

Monday 6th June

22/01/22

Monday 13th June

12/03/23

th

Monday 20th June
Saturday 25th June to
Monday 27th June (3 day
festival)

Kintbury

Monday 11th July

22/01/22

Monday 18th July

19/02/23

Monday 25th July

24/02/23

Monday 1st August
Sunday 7th August
Monday 8th August
Monday 15th August
Saturday 27th August
Thursday 1st September
Monday 3rd October
Monday 10th October
Monday 17th October

Saturday 17th
September
Sunday 18th
September

AGENDA FOR 85TH ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF THE CIVIL
SERVICE ANGLING SOCIETY, ON TUESDAY 24TH MAY 2022 AT
THE CLUB HOUSE, LITTLETON LAKE, TW17 0JY, STARTING AT 1900
HOURS
1. APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE
Messrs. Ian Mathers, Norman Day, Richard Cowling, Ray Higginbottom,
Neil Depledge and Steve Haden.
2. MINUTES OF 84th AGM, 2019 - please see this Newsletter. ***
3. MATTERS ARISING
4. ANNUAL REPORT OF GPC - please see this Newsletter.
5. STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTS - This will be available at the AGM.
6. ELECTION OF PRESIDENT
The GPC recommends that Mr. Ian Mathers be re-elected as President.
7. ELECTION OF VICE- PRESIDENTS
The GPC recommends that Mr. Norman Day be re-elected as a VicePresident and that Mr. Grant Milliam be elected as a Vice-President.
8. ELECTION OF OFFICERS
The GPC recommends that Mr. Grant Milliam be re-elected as Chairman.
The following are willing to stand again:
Dr. David Kennedy
Hon. Secretary
Mr. George Martin
Hon. Treasurer
Mr. Steve Haden
Hon. Temporary Membership Secretary
Mr. Ian Campbell
Hon. Fisheries Officer
Mr. Neil Depledge
Hon. Publicity Secretary
Mr. Ray Higginbottom
Committee Member
Dr. Les Mallinson.
Committee Member
Mr. David Weeks
Committee Member
The GPC recommends that Mr. Ben Phelps be elected Hon. Newsletter
Editor, Mr. Richard Cowling be elected Hon. Competitions Secretary and
Mr. Dave Fish be elected Hon. Membership Secretary
10. ELECTION OF AUDITORS
No nominations yet have been received.
11. MOTIONS PROPOSED BY THE GPC
11.1 APPROVAL OF MANAGEMENT OF THE SOCIETY SINCE THE
LAST AGM
Proposed effect. To seek compliance with Rules 1.16 & 1.16.1,
amendment of Rules & changes considered necessary to assist the
running of the Society.

11.2 ACCESS TO ROYAL WINDSOR RACECOURSE. TEXT TO READ:
“Members are permitted to enter and leave only by the side entrance.
Entering and leaving by the main gate is forbidden. Members must sign-in
when entering the fishery using the book kept in the grey box to the left
of the gate. These requirements must be strictly enforced by the fishery
manager and bailiffs. Members who fail to sign-in will be required to do
so immediately. A formal warning will be issued for a second offence and
a third offence may result in a ban from the fishery.”
Proposed effect. To comply with new conditions of use required by the
Racecourse management and to demonstrate to them that the Society
intends to enforce compliance.
11.3 TROUT SEASON AT HAMBRIDGE, RULE 3.2.6. TEXT TO READ:
“The trout season is from 1 April to 30 September inclusive. Fishing by
dry fly, wet fly and artificial lure, not more than 2 in/5cm in length fitted
with a single barbless hook, is permitted in the river between 1 April and
15 June. All fish taken must be carefully returned to the water.”
Proposed effect. To enable more trout-fishing methods to be used at
Hambridge during the Close Season for coarse fish.
12. ANY OTHER BUSINESS
Honoraria
The Society is proposing to pay the following to its Officers, all the which
undertake significant amounts of work on behalf of the membership and
the amounts paid are a small token of the memberships’ gratitude for
their work.
Hon. Secretary £450
Hon. Treasurer £300
Hon. Membership Secretary £450
Hon Fisheries Officer £300
Hon. Temporary Membership Secretary £150
Hon Competitions Secretary £150
Hon Newsletters Editor £150
***
MINUTES OF 84TH ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF THE CIVIL
SERVICE ANGLING SOCIETY, 1900 HRS. 23RD MAY 2019, AT THE
CIVIL SERVICE CLUB, GREAT SCOTLAND YARD, LONDON SW1A 2HJ
The meeting was chaired by Grant Milliam and commenced with a one
minute silence in memory of Mr. Harold Muir and Mr. Peter Fleckney who
had passed away since the last meeting.
1. APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE. David Kennedy [trapped by an
unexploded bomb found near his home], Ian Mathers, George Martin,
James Champkin, Les Mallinson, Ken James, Stephen Haines, Mark Flux &
Fraser Macadam.
2. THE MINUTES OF THE 2018 AGM. These were agreed.
3. MATTERS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES. None.
4. ANNUAL REPORT OF THE GPC. This was contained in the May 2019
Newsletter and was accepted without comment.

5. STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTS. Copies were distributed to the meeting.
These had been audited and no discrepancies found. Acceptance of the
accounts was proposed by Ian Campbell and seconded by Ray
Higginbottom. They were passed unanimously. The only question was
from Allan Cooper about the cost of using Paypal. Grant Milliam, as
Membership Secretary, explained it had been useful to us in attracting
members who were able to spread the cost of their membership using
credit cards and who might not otherwise have joined.
6. ELECTION OF PRESIDENT. The GPC recommended that Mr. Ian
Mathers be re-elected as President. This was proposed by Mr. Steve
Haden and seconded by Mr. Ray Higginbottom and carried unanimously.
7. ELECTION OF VICE PRESIDENT. Mr. Steve Haden proposed that Mr.
Norman Day be re-elected as Vice President. This was seconded by Mr.
Ray Higginbottom and passed unanimously.
8. ELECTION OF OFFICERS. The GPC recommended that Mr. Grant
Milliam be re-elected as Chairman. This was passed unanimously. The
following were willing to stand again and were elected unanimously:
Dr. David Kennedy
Hon. Secretary
Mr. George Martin
Hon. Treasurer
Mr. Grant Milliam
Hon. Membership Secretary
Mr. Steve Haden
Hon. Temporary Membership Secretary
Mr. Ian Campbell
Hon. Fisheries Officer
Mr. Neil Depledge
Hon. Publicity Secretary
Mr. Ray Higginbottom Committee Member
Dr. Les Mallinson.
Committee Member
Mr. David Weeks
Committee Member
The GPC recommended that Mr. Tony Thomas be elected as a member of
the General Purposes Committee and that Mr. James Champkin be elected
as Hon. Newsletter Editor. Both were elected unanimously. There were
no nominations for the posts of Hon. Competitions Secretary and Hon.
Minutes Secretary.
9. ELECTION OF AUDITORS. Mr. Steve Haden and Mr. Paul Kitchen
were proposed as auditors by Mr. Ray Higginbottom and seconded by Mr.
Ian Campbell. Both were elected unanimously.
10. MOTIONS PROPOSED BY THE GPC
10.1 Disciplinary procedure, penalities and appeals [paras. 1.7, 1.8 & 1.9
in current Rule Book]. Delete all under the heading Disciplinary procedure,
Penalties and Appeals in the current General Rules and insert the
following.
Disciplinary procedure
1.7 The GPC shall investigate any report concerning a breach of the rules
or of any conduct that is considered capable of bringing the Society into
disrepute or is otherwise prejudicial to the interests of the Society.
1.7.1 The GPC shall provide the accused member with details of the
report that is being considered and shall invite them to present their side
of the case.
Penalties
1.8 If, after considering all the evidence, the GPC decides that the
accused member has broken a rule or that the conduct of the accused has
been prejudicial to the interests of the Society, the GPC may impose an
appropriate penalty. Such penalties may include one or more of the
following:

a formal warning, a fine not exceeding one year's subscription,
confirmation of a ban imposed by a fishery bailiff, a suspension of
membership from one to twelve months, or expulsion from the Society.
Appeals
1.9 The accused member shall have the right to appeal to the GPC
against any penalty imposed on them if they consider that relevant
evidence was not taken into account or if there are mitigating
circumstances. Proposed effect. To simplify and speed-up the disciplinary
procedure.
10.2 Fishery administration [para. 1.14 in current Rule Book]
Delete all and insert as follows:
1.14 Upkeep of the Society’s fisheries shall be vested in the honorary
fisheries officer who may appoint a fishery manager and fishery bailiffs for
each fishery.
1.14.1 Fishery bailiff’s responsibilities
1.14.2 If a fishery bailiff believes that a member has broken a rule when
on the fishery, he may endorse the member’s permit accordingly and
must report
this without delay to the fishery manager.
1.14.3 If a fishery bailiff believes that a serious breach of a rule has
occurred, e.g., bringing the Society into disrepute, he may ban the
member immediately from the fishery for a period not exceeding one
month, must endorse the member’s permit accordingly and must report
this without delay to the fishery manager. The fishery bailiff must inform
the member concerned that he may choose to appeal against the ban to
the fishery manager, hon. fishery officer or directly to the GPC.
Fishery manager’s responsibilities
1.14.4 Without delay, the fishery manager must inform the Hon. Fishery
Officer of the endorsement of a member’s permit and/or that a member
was banned from a fishery and the circumstances thereof.
Hon. Fishery Officer’s responsibilities
1.14.5 Without delay, the Hon. Fishery Officer must inform the GPC when
a member was banned from a fishery and the circumstances thereof.
Proposed effect. To confirm existing practice.
All the proposed motions were accepted unanimously.
11. ANY OTHER BUSINESS
11.1 The Neale trophy was awarded to Mr. Tony Thomas for his
outstanding work on the Ellis/Sheepwalk complex.
11.2 Mr. Chris Turner asked if we could monitor what was happening at
the Datchet fishery. It was explained by the GPC that the rental Crown
Estates wanted for the fishery was completely out of line with rents being
paid for other Thames waters and that Crown Estates had refused to listen
to our arguments. It was agreed that if the fishery at Datchet has no
tenant at the end of the 2019/20 season we would approach the Crown
Estates again to make another offer to rent it.
11.3 Honoraria for 2019. These were proposed by Les Pizzey, seconded by
Ray Higginbottom and accepted unanimously: Hon. Secretary, £450; Hon.
Treasurer, £300; Hon. Membership Secretary, £450; Hon Fisheries
Officer, £300; Hon. Temporary Membership Secretary, £150; Hon
Publicity Secretary, £150; Hon Newsletter Editor. £150.

Members Forum and Facebook Page
If you haven’t done so already, please ‘like’ the CSAS Facebook page to
keep up to date with all our latest news and events.
Please also get involved in conversations on our members’ forum! Just go
to the CSAS website and click on the ‘Members Only’ tab. Your username is
member123 and your password is jumbo747.
Comments and Questions about this Newsletter
Please address these to Newsletter Editor Ben Phelps via email
ben.phelps965@gmail.com, or in the post to 49 Stanwell New Road, Staines
Upon Thames, Surrey, TW184HY.

